Defining the pattern of initiation of monomorphic ventricular tachycardia using the beat-to-beat intervals recorded on implantable cardioverter defibrillators from the RAFT study: A computer-based algorithm.
Arrhythmia onset pattern may have important implications on morbidity, recurrent implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) shocks, and mortality, given the proposed correlation between initiation pattern and arrhythmia mechanism. Therefore, we developed and tested a computer-based algorithm to differentiate the pattern of initiation based on the beat-to-beat intervals of the ventricular tachycardia (VT) episodes in ICD recordings from the Resynchronization-Defibrillation for Ambulatory Heart Failure Trial (RAFT). Intervals on intracardiac electrograms from ICDs were analyzed backwards starting from the marker of VT detection, comparing each interval with the average tachycardia cycle length. If the morphology of the beat initiating the VT was similar to the morphology of the VT itself, the episode was considered sudden. If the morphology of the beat initiating the VT was not similar to the morphology of the VT itself, the episode was considered non-sudden. The capability of the algorithm to classify the pattern of initiation based only on the beat-to-beat intervals allows for the classification and analysis of large datasets to further investigate the clinical importance of classifying VT initiation. If analysis of the VT initiation proves to be of clinical value, this algorithm could potentially be integrated into ICD software, which would make it easily accessible and potentially helpful in clinical decision-making.